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Disruptions in microtubule motor transport are associated with a variety of neurodegenerative diseases. Post-translational modification of the cargo-binding domain of the light and heavy chains of kinesin has been shown to regulate transport, but less is known about how modifications of the motor domain affect transport. Here we report on the effects of phosphorylation of a mammalian kinesin motor domain by the kinase JNK3 at a conserved serine residue (Ser-175 in the B isofrom and Ser-176 in the A and C isofroms). Phosphorylation of this residue has been implicated in Huntington disease, but the mechanism by which Ser-175 phosphorylation affects transport is unclear. The ATPase, microtubule-binding affinity, and processivity are modified as a result of Ser-175 phosphorylation. Third, the effect of an altered charge at position 175, which is in the motor domain, cannot be readily inferred by its location on the binding domain of kinesin (19, 20). Computational and experimental studies of kinesin-microtubule interactions show that kinesin activity is modulated by its interaction with the microtubule. In this study, we focus on the effects of phosphorylation at Ser-175 of kinesin-1B on the activity of kinesin-1B. We show that phosphorylation of Ser-175 decreases the stall force of kinesin and stabilizes autoinhibition. These observations imply that when cargo is transported by both dynein and kinesin, the motor domain is modified. Dynein, for example, is regulated by a large number of activators, which bind to the dynein heavy chains and modulate transport. Phosphorylation of kinesin-1 light chains is another case that affects the association of cargo with the motor (9–12).

Recent studies imply that the motor domain of kinesin-1 may also play a role in impaired fast axonal transport. In particular, phosphorylation at serine 175/176 via c-Jun N-terminal kinase-3 (referred to as JNK3) (13–17) is associated with Huntington disease and spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy. JNK3 activation is known to be up-regulated in the presence of pathogenic huntingtin or androgen receptor (15, 16). When activated, JNK3 specifically phosphorylates Ser-175 of kinesin-1B, or Ser-176 in kinesin-1A and 1C. Morfini et al. found that phosphorylation of mutant huntingtin in squid axoplasm results in an increase in JNK3 activation that is accompanied by a decrease in fast axonal transport (15, 16). JNK3 activation can also modify axonal transport by enhancement of the interaction of the JNK-interacting protein Sunday Driver with dynactin resulting in axonal damage (18). For our current studies, we choose to focus on the effect of kinesin-1B phosphorylation.

There are many unanswered questions regarding the mechanism by which Ser-175 modification leads to impaired transport. First, it is not known whether the addition of negative charge due to phosphorylation of kinesin is sufficient to cause impaired cargo transport. Second, it is also unknown what biochemical and biophysical properties of kinesin are modified as a result of Ser-175 phosphorylation. Third, the effect of an altered charge at position 175, which is in the motor domain, cannot be readily inferred by its location on the motor domain (Fig. 1). Specifically, residue 175 does not fall within the microtubule-binding domain or the ATP-binding domain of kinesin (19, 20). Computational and experimental studies of kinesin-microtubule interactions have traditionally focused on mutational studies in which
alanine is used to replace positively charged residues in the motor head, but the effect of adding an extra negative charge has not been investigated thoroughly (19, 21). Our investigation answers each of these questions.

To investigate the effect of phosphorylation of serine 175 on kinesin transport, we used optical trapping and single-molecule fluorescence imaging to probe the behavior of individual mouse kinesin-1 molecules. We created a phosphomimetic construct, S175D, in which an aspartic acid residue mimics the negative charge of phosphate. We also created a nonphosphorylatable alanine mutant, S175A. We performed experiments with both full-length protein and a truncated construct lacking residues 889–963 that make up the autoinhibitory C-terminal domain on kinesin. The truncated kinesin (K888)2 allowed us to probe the effect of Ser-175 modification in the absence of autoinhibition (22). In addition to the mutation studies, we also used JNK3 to directly phosphorylate full-length kinesin. We found that both phosphorylation and the S175D mutation attenuated the motor stall force, stabilized the autoinhibited conformation, and biased cargo transport toward the minus-end of microtubules. A force-dependent decrease in velocity coupled with stabilized autoinhibition could play a role in the impaired axonal transport associated with Huntington disease, as well as be a general mechanism for tuning microtubule–motor transport in healthy neurons.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Kinesin Plasmid Construction—Kinesin-888 (K888) heavy chain mutants were created by site-directed mutagenesis with primers CGT TTC GTG TGT GCT CCA GAT GAA GTC A for S175A and CGT TTC GTG TGT GAT CCA GAT GAA GTC A for S175D. The mutations were made to a pAcSG2 baculovirus transfer vector containing the mouse KIF5B kinesin heavy chain, truncated at alanine 888 with a C-terminal biotin tag followed by a FLAG epitope, described previously (22). To create a full-length heavy chain, a N-terminal His6 tag was cloned to mouse KIF5B gene. A C-terminal yellow fluorescent protein was cloned to mouse light chain kinesin. For the K432 con-

structure, a C-terminal His tag and a biotin tag were added to a copy of the human kinesin heavy chain gene that had been truncated to contain the first 432 residues, and the entire gene was inserted into a pET21a vector.

Kinesin Expression and Purification—Full-length and K888 constructs were expressed and purified using a baculovirus expression system with Sf9 cells as described previously (22). Briefly, Sf9 cells were co-infected with baculovirus coding for YFP-tagged light chain and either K888 or full-length kinesin heavy chain. Cells were grown in suspension for 72 h, lysed by sonication, and clarified by centrifugation at 200,000 × g for 30 min. Full-length kinesin dimers were applied to a His-Select nickel affinity column (Sigma-Aldrich) and washed with 30 mM imidazole to elute the His-tagged kinesin. K888 constructs were applied to a FLAG affinity resin column (Sigma) and eluted with FLAG peptide (Sigma). Both eluted full-length and K888 fractions were concentrated and dialyzed against 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.3, 200 mM NaCl, 50% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 10 μM MgATP, and 1 μg/ml leupeptin and stored at –20 °C.

The truncated K432 was purified according to a protocol developed by Qiagen (23). BL-21 (DE3) Escherichia coli cells were transfected with the vector and plated on Luria Broth (LB) agar with ampicillin for selection. A single colony from a plate was used to inoculate 20 ml of LB containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin and incubated at 37 °C overnight in a shaker at 200 rpm. The next day the overnight culture was diluted 1:50 into 1 liter of LB containing ampicillin and grown at 37 °C in a shaker at 300 rpm until an A600 of 0.6 was reached. At A600 of 0.6, expression was induced by adding isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyrano-side to a final concentration of 0.25 mM. The cells were grown for another 4–5 h and then harvested by centrifugation at 4000 × g for 20 min at 4 °C. The cell pellets were frozen and stored overnight at –80 °C. The next day, the pellets were thawed and purified using a nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid resin (Qiagen, 30210) according to protocol 9 in the QIAexpressionist handbook (23). MgATP was added to all buffers to a final concentration of 40 μM. Eluted fractions enriched in protein were pooled, and 10% sucrose was added as a cryoprotectant. Aliquots were flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at –80 °C.

Dynein Preparation—Purified bovine brain dynein was prepared according to a previously published protocol (24). In accordance with the protocol, bovine brains were homogenized and clarified by centrifugation at 230,000 × g. The supernatant of the centrifugation was flowed over an SP-Sepharose column (GE Healthcare) to separate dynein from other cytoplasmic components. The protein-enriched fractions from the SP-Sepharose column were then added to 10–40% sucrose gradients and centrifuged for 17 h at 140,000 × g. Fractions enriched in dynein were run over a Mono Q column (GE Healthcare) Dynein was eluted in a buffer consisting of 35 mM Tris, 5 mM MgSO4, pH 7.2, and 1 M KCl. After elution, 0.5 mM ATP and 1.0 mM DTT were added to dynein-enriched fractions. These fractions were mixed in a 1:1 ratio with a buffer containing 2.5 mM sucrose, 35 mM Tris, 5 mM MgSO4, pH 7.2, and flash frozen for storage at –80 °C.

Microtubule and Axoneme Preparation—Unmodified bovine brain tubulin (Cytoskeleton HTS02), biotinylated porcine brain tubulin (Cytoskeleton H11003), biotinylated porcine brain tubulin (Cytoskeleton H11002)
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tubulin (Cytoskeleton T333P), and fluorescent, HiLyte tubulin (Cytoskeleton TL488M) were polymerized in a 25:5:1 ratio in BRB-80 (80 mM PIPES, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl₂, pH 6.9) containing 1 mM DTT, 1 mM GTP, 25% glycerol, and a final tubulin concentration of 3.1 mg/mL. For microtubule-activated ATPase assay experiments, the biotinylated tubulin and fluorescent tubulin were omitted. The reagents were mixed on ice and then incubated at 37 °C for 30 min to induce polymerization. After polymerization, the sample was diluted with a 4× volume of Taxol solution consisting of room temperature 1 mM GTP and 20 μM Taxol in BRB-80. To remove unpolymerized tubulin monomers, the mixture was centrifuged at 15,000 g for 30 min at 24 °C. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet of tubulin polymers was resuspended in Taxol solution.

Axonemes were prepared according to a protocol adapted from Gibbons and Fonk by Pierce and Vale (25). Sea urchins were obtained from the Point Loma Marine Invertebrate Laboratory.

JNK3 Phosphorylation—JNK3 enzyme was purchased from Millipore (JNK3/SAPK1b, 14-501). The concentrated enzyme was diluted to a concentration of 0.1 μg/μL in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM EGTA, 270 mM sucrose, and 0.1% 2-mercaptoethanol prior to phosphorylation. Two phosphorylation reaction mixtures were prepared. One large (100 μL) reaction was prepared with no radioactive ATP for use in subsequent experiments. This mixture consisted of 6 μM kinesin, 1 mM ATP, 0.07 μg/μL JNK3, and was mixed on ice in HEM buffer (50 mM HEPES, 1 mM EGTA, 2 mM MgSO₄). A smaller radiolabeling quantification reaction with a total volume of 5 μL was also prepared. This reaction was identical in composition to the nonradioactive mixture, but contained an additional 70 nM [γ-32P]ATP (PerkinElmer Life Sciences, NEG5022Z50UC). The [γ-32P]ATP had an activity of 6000 Ci/mmol at the time of purchase, and reactions were run within a month of the purchase date. Both mixtures were incubated for 30 min at 37 °C. Sucrose was added to the nonradioactive mixture to a final concentration of 10%, and the resulting aliquots were flash frozen. A 4–20% SDS-polyacrylamide gel of 2-μL fractions the radiolabeled mixture was run at 200 V for 20 min to separate the kinesin from free, excess [γ-32P]ATP and JNK3. After this initial run, a [γ-32P]ATP dilution series was added to the gel and run for an additional 5 min. The gel was exposed on a PhosphorImager plate overnight, and the resulting images were scanned. The intensity of the kinesin and ATP standard bands were measured and compared with the ATP standard and quantified.

Microtubule-activated ATPase Assay—ATPase activity was assayed using an ATPase Kinetic ELIPA Assay Kit from Cytoskeleton, Inc (BK051). A starting ELIPA mix was made consisting of 100 μL of the ELIPA reaction buffer with 20 μM Taxol, 24 μL of 1 mM 2-amino-6-mercapto-7-methylpurine ribonucleoside, and 1.2 μL of 100 units/ml purine nucleotide phosphorylase. This starting ELIPA mix was combined with 50 nM kinesin, 0.5 mM ATP, and 0.1–8 mM microtubules. The absorbance at 360 nm was recorded at 3-s intervals for 5 min. A linear fit was applied to the first 30 s to obtain the rate of ATP turnover/head/s at each microtubule concentration. The K_m,MT was extracted by performing a nonlinear fit in Matlab of a Michaelis-Menten curve to the ATP turnover/head/s as a function of microtubule concentration.

Run Length Measurement—K888 motors were attached to streptavidin-coated quantum dots as in the single-molecule ATPase assay. Full-length kinesin was diluted to 1 μM and mixed with 4 μM carboxyl quantum dots in BRB-80 containing 10 mg/mL BSA and 10 mM DTT and allowed to incubate for 30 min.

Sample chambers were prepared by flowing 1 mg/mL BSA-biotin into a flow chamber and incubating for 5 min. The chamber was washed to remove excess BSA-biotin and then functionalized with 0.5 mg/mL neutral avidin. Biotinylated, fluorescent microtubules were diluted to a final tubulin concentration of 100 nM in BRB-80 containing 20 μM Taxol and flowed into the chamber. This mixture was incubated for 10 min and then flushed with BRB-80 plus Taxol. Microtubulated quantum dots were diluted into 1:100 in imaging buffer with 2 mM ATP and flowed over prepared microtubule sample chambers. Images were recorded at a frame rate of 67 Hz. Run lengths were measured using custom-written Matlab tracking software. The processivity of kinesin carried quantum dots was obtained by fitting the run lengths to an exponential distribution using a maximum likelihood fit in Matlab.
Two-motor Fluorescence Assay—Immediately prior to all two-motor experiments, kinesin was affinity-purified to remove dead motors. 6–20 μM kinesin, 10 μM of axonemes, 17 mM AMP-PNP (10102547001 Roche Applied Science), 1 mM DTT, and 30 μl of BRB-80 were mixed on ice for 10 min. The supernatant was discarded, and the pellet was resuspended in 40 μl of BRB-80 containing 20 mM DTT and 8 mM ATP. The mixture was incubated on ice for 10 min and then spun in the centrifuge a second time at 14,000 rpm at 4 °C for 30 min. The supernatant was saved, and the concentration of kinesin was measured using a Bradford assay.

Motors were nonspecifically attached to carboxylated beads. 500-nm red carboxylated microspheres (beads) were diluted 2:3 into DMB containing 8 mg/ml BSA (DMB-BSA) and briefly sonicated in an ice bath. Kinesin and dynein were diluted to the desired concentrations and were mixed with the beads in a ratio of 1:1:1. For experiments involving the K888 mutants, 500 nM dynein and 10 nM kinesin were incubated with beads. For experiments involving full-length kinesin, which included the autoinhibition domain, different concentrations of kinesin and dynein were required to produce beads with bidirectional motion. For these experiments, 165 nM dynein and 30 nM kinesin were used. The bead and motor mixtures were incubated at 4 °C for 30 min prior to imaging.

To measure the polarity of microtubules, a reference kinesin, K432, was used. This was coupled to a fluorescent antibody as cargo. 1 μl of 4.4 μM K432 with a C-terminal His tag was mixed with 1 μl of Alexa Fluor 647-labeled anti-His (Qiagen 126244141). Prior to imaging, the motor-coated beads and reference K432 were mixed in imaging buffer containing 2 mM ATP. The motor–bead mixture was added to the buffer at a 1:50 dilution, and the reference K432 was added to a final concentration of 3 nM. Sample chambers containing biotinylated, fluorescent microtubules were prepared as in the run length measurements.

TIRF Imaging of Quantum Dots and Fluorescent Beads—Images were acquired on an inverted Olympus IXon 70 microscope with a 100× 1.45 numerical aperture objective (PlanApo 100×1.45 NA = 0.17) plus an extra 1.5× sliding lens coupled to an Andor EM-CCD camera (DV-897E-CS0). A 488-nm argon ion laser (Melles Griot, 60 milliwatts, 543-AP-01) was used to excite the HiLyte488 microtubules, a 532-nm diode laser (World Star Tech, 30 milliwatts, model TECL-G-30) was used to excite the fluorescent beads, and a 633 nm HeNe laser (Coherent HeNe laser, 4 milliwatts, model 31-2041-000) was used for imaging the Alexa Fluor 647 dye attached to the reference K432. In the microscope, optical filters were used to separate the laser lines from the sample fluorescence. A z488/532/633rpc (Chroma) triple bandpass dichroic mirror was used in combination with a z488/532/635m (Chroma) triple bandpass emission filter. For viewing the microtubules, an additional sliding filter (HQ525/50 M Chroma) was used to block the emission of the fluorescent beads, which was very broad. Motor-coated beads were tracked using Matlab software. For the two-motor bead assay, a reversal was defined as a change in direction of the bead with at least 500 nm traveled on either side of reversal point. Significance tests were performed using Matlab.

Optical Trapping Assay—The optical trap setup was used as described previously with the addition of a force-feedback loop to maintain a constant load for force-velocity curve measurements (27). Motors were nonspecifically attached to carboxylated beads in a manner similar to that used in fluorescence imaging experiments. 500-nm red carboxylated microspheres (beads) were diluted 2:3 into DMB containing 8 mg/ml BSA (DMB-BSA) and briefly sonicated in an ice bath to dissociate any large aggregates of beads and then mixed in a 1:1 ratio with diluted kinesin. Kinesin was diluted such that ~30% of the beads in a given sample were motile to ensure that no more than one motor was attached to a bead. After incubating the beads and kinesin for 30 min at 4 °C, an imaging buffer was prepared containing DMB-BSA, 20 mM DTT, 4 mM ATP, 1 mg/ml 3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid, and 100 nM protocatechuate 3,4-dioxygenase. The bead and kinesin mixture was diluted 1000× in the imaging buffer and flowed over an axoneme slide. Trap data were acquired at room temperature with a data acquisition rate of 4000 Hz. The power spectrum method was used to measure trap stiffness (28, 29). To analyze the stall force data, the force exerted by a single kinesin molecule was plotted as a function of time. A stall was defined as a period at least 0.5 s long with less than 1-pN variation in force followed by a sharp drop back to the center of the trap. For force feedback data, velocities were measured for runs of longer than 0.5 s in duration.

RESULTS

Addition of a Negative Charge at Residue 175 Does Not Change the ATPase Activity of Kinesin or the Affinity of Kinesin for Microtubules—To test the relationship between the charge of Ser-175 and the ATPase activity of kinesin, we performed a single-molecule motility assay in which we measured the mean velocity of individual quantum dot-labeled kinesin motors (S175D and S175A) as a function of ATP concentrations between 10 μM and 1 mM. The velocity of a single kinesin molecule as a function of ATP concentration followed Michaelis-Menten kinetics (30, 31). At each ATP concentration, for each mutant, the velocities of at least 40 quantum dots were averaged. For each mutant, the extracted kinetic parameters, namely, the maximum velocity and Km,ATP (ATP concentration at half-maximal velocity) were measured. Neither the S175A nor S175D mutation significantly changed either parameter compared with wild-type, truncated kinesin, using an analysis of covariance test of significance (p > 0.95, Fig. 2A and Table 1). This result indicates that an additional negative charge at this position does not alter the affinity of kinesin for ATP or the speed at which it walks processively on microtubules.

Mutating Ser-175 also did not change the ability of kinesin to bind to microtubules. At a fixed ATP concentration, the microtubule dependence of ATPase activity follows Michaelis-Menten kinetics (32, 33). The affinity of kinesin for microtubules can be characterized by an apparent Michaelis-Menten constant, Km,Mt. Mutations in kinesin that affect microtubule binding, but do not affect the overall rate of ATP hydrolysis, are expected to result in altered Km,Mt values (19). An enzyme-
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FIGURE 2. Ser-175 modification does not alter the chemical kinetics of kinesin. Measurements of the affinity of the wild-type K888 (green triangles), S175A (red diamonds), and S175D (blue circles) mutants for ATP and microtubules are shown. A, velocity versus ATP concentration. We measured the velocity of quantum dot cargos moved by single kinesin motors and found no significant difference in the velocity of the three different kinesin mutants as a function of ATP concentration. The error bars shown at each point represent the S.E. velocity at each ATP concentration. The velocities of at least 40 quantum dots were measured and averaged for each data point. B, microtubule-stimulated ATPase activity in which the concentrations of kinesin and ATP were constant but the amount of microtubules in bulk solution was titrated in an enzyme-linked phosphatase assay. For each curve, two or three concentration points were picked, and the assay was repeated to ensure the consistency of the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1</th>
<th>Summary of the kinetics of K888 mutants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kinesin</td>
<td>$K_{\text{ATP}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT K888</td>
<td>35 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S175A K888</td>
<td>44 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S175D K888</td>
<td>44 ± 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

linked phosphate assay was used to measure the rate of free phosphate released from ATP at different microtubule concentrations. Fig. 2B shows the resulting microtubule-activated ATPase curves, and Table 1 summarizes the kinetic parameters. Our results show that microtubule affinity is not affected by the charge at residue 175 ($p = 0.21$, using an analysis of covariance test).

Altering Residue 175 Does Not Alter Processive Run Length—We performed single-molecule motility assays in which we measured the run length of quantum dot cargo attached to individual motors. The S175A and S175D mutants in the K888 backbone had a C-terminal biotin tag for attachment to streptavidin-coated quantum dots. Full-length unphosphorylated and JNK3-phosphorylated kinesin were bound nonspecifically to streptavidin-coated quantum dots. Full-length unphosphorylated and JNK3-phosphorylated kinesin were bound nonspecifically to streptavidin-coated quantum dots. Radiolabeling experiments indicate that we achieved ~80% phosphorylation of kinesin monomers (Fig. 3). All experiments were performed at saturating levels of ATP. We found that modifying Ser-175 had no significant impact on the kinesin processive run length using a Komolgorov-Smirnov test of significance ($p = 0.48$, Fig. 4).

Modifying Residue 175 Decreases the Kinesin Stall Force and Its Velocity While Working against a Load—An optical trap was used to measure the stall force of kinesin attached to 500-nm-diameter carboxylated polystyrene beads. The phosphorylated S175D stalled at 5.3 ± 0.1 pN, whereas the nonphosphorylatable S175A mutant stalled at ~6.6 ± 0.2 pN, and the wild-type protein stalled at 7.2 ± 0.1 pN (Fig. 5A, where uncertainties are given as S.E.). Experiments using JNK3 phosphorylated full-length kinesin showed a decreased stall force of 5.5 ± 0.1 pN compared with 6.4 ± 0.1 pN for untreated full-length kinesin (Fig. 5B). The shift due to an additional negative charge for 80% phosphorylated kinesin is not as dramatic as the shift seen in the S175D and wild-type K888 stall forces. However, in these data there will be broadening of the JNK3-phosphorylated kinesin stall force distribution due to the presence of three subpopulations of kinesin, i.e. motors where both heads are phosphorylated, only one head is phosphorylated, and neither head is phosphorylated. For all comparisons, the shift toward lower stall forces due to Ser-175 modification is statistically significant with $p < 0.001$ (Komolgorov-Smirnov test), indicating that addition of a negative charge at residue 175 decreases the stall force of kinesin.

We also measured the velocity of kinesin under various loads by using optical tweezers to exert a constant force on polystyrene beads attached to individual kinesin molecules. Force-velocity curves were measured for S175D, S175A, and wild-type K888 (Fig. 5C). When pulling against a load of 1 pN or greater, the S175D mutant displayed lower velocity than K888 or S175A. The S175A mutant also had a decreased velocity, compared with wild-type, at resisting forces greater than 1 pN, and a lower stall force, suggesting that any mutation of Ser-175 may affect the ability of kinesin to move under an external force.

A Negative Charge at Ser-175 Stabilizes the Autoinhibited Conformation—When autoinhibited, kinesin folds into a compact conformation in which the ATPase activity and microtubule-binding ability of the motor are inhibited (34–36). The tail contains a conserved positively charged motif that binds and docks to the motor domain near residue 175 (31, 37, 38). Addition of a negative charge at Ser-175 could stabilize the ionic interactions between the tail and motor domains. Analytical ultracentrifugation was used to determine the effect of negative charge at serine 175 on autoinhibition of full-length kinesin. The sedimentation coefficient of a phosphomimetic S175D construct was compared with wild-type kinesin. At low (<200 mM KCl) or high salt levels (>350 mM KCl), there was no difference between wild-type and the S175D mutant, indicating that both constructs adopted a compact conformation at low salt and an extended conformation in high salt (Fig. 6). We
found that at “intermediate salt” concentrations of 200–350 mM KCl, the S175D mutant had a higher sedimentation coefficient than wild-type kinesin. This indicates that placement of a negative charge at residue 175 enhanced the fraction of kinesin that adopted a compact, autoinhibited conformation. Furthermore, the intermediate salt concentrations approximate the salt concentration of mammalian cytosol. We conclude that the S175D modification stabilizes autoinhibition at physiologically relevant salt concentrations.

Ser-175 Modification Biases Transport toward Microtubule Minus-ends When Both Kinesin and Dynein Are Present—We attached kinesin and cytoplasmic dynein to 500-nm carboxylated fluorescent polystyrene beads and observed the resulting motion. Beads coated with the phosphomimetic S175D kinesin mutant and dynein were more likely to undergo minus-end-directed motion than beads coated with dynein and either wild-type kinesin or the alanine mutant: 40% of the S175A mixture moved toward the plus-end compared with 23% in the S175D sample. Phosphorylated, full-length kinesin was also more likely to move in the minus direction than unphosphorylated kinesin (Fig. 7, A and B). Also, on average, phosphomimetic or phosphorylated kinesin and dynein-coated cargo traveled farther toward the minus-end of microtubules than cargo coated with the S175A mutant and dynein (Fig. 7, C and E, and Table 2). The distributions of net displacements of phosphorylated kinesin and unphosphorylated kinesin-containing samples differ statistically (p < 0.001, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). The mean velocities of cargo carried by phosphorylated or phosphomimetic kinesin and dynein were also shifted: more minus-end motion was observed in cargo carried by modified kinesin and dynein (Fig. 7, D and F, and Table 2). These results are consistent with previous measurements in axoplasm which suggest that phosphorylation of residue 175 inhibits kinesin-driven transport (15, 16). Tests performed with kinesin truncated to contain the first 560 amino acids did not result in any motors binding to carboxylated beads. From this, we conclude that the motor domain of kinesin does not interact with beads, but rather a region on the stalk binds to beads. Hence, observed differences in motility of kinesin mutants, which differ only in the motor domain at Ser-175, are due to motor-microtubule interactions, not motor-bead interactions (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Modifying Ser-175 Tunes Kinesin by Stabilizing Autoinhibition and Attenuating Kinesin under a Load—We propose that phosphorylation of Ser-175 modulates kinesin by stabilizing
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**Figure 3.** Estimation of phosphorylation efficiency using radiolabeling and SDS-PAGE. Phosphorylation was measured using radiolabeling. Kinesin was phosphorylated by JNK3 in the presence of [γ-32P]ATP. The result of the reaction was run through an SDS-polyacrylamide gel to separate kinesin from JNK3, which autophosphorylates. The resulting intensity of the kinesin band of known concentration was compared with bands of [γ-32P]ATP standards of known concentration to calculate the percentage of kinesin that had been phosphorylated. A, SDS-PAGE gel of radiolabeled kinesin-1. *, [γ-32P]ATP standards corresponding to labeling efficiencies varying from 6 to 100% (arrow). JNK3 also autophosphorylates (**). B, ATP standard band intensity as a function of P32 labeling of kinesin (black line) and kinesin band intensity (red line).

![Figure 4](image4.png)

**Figure 4.** Ser-175 modification does not alter processivity. Run lengths of quantum dot cargos carried by a single kinesin were measured. A, for K888 mutants, we measured a run length of 1.06 ± 0.08 μm for S175A (red, n = 133) and 0.89 ± 0.08 μm for S175D (blue, n = 91). B, for full-length kinesin, we measured a run length of 0.97 ± 0.12 μm for unphosphorylated kinesin (green, n = 93) and 0.86 ± 0.11 μm for 80% phosphorylated kinesin (yellow, n = 81). Error bars are S.E.
autoinhibition and decreasing its stall force. We found that phosphomimetic full-length kinesin had a higher sedimentation coefficient than wild-type protein, indicating that Ser-175 phosphorylation stabilizes the ionic interaction that occurs when the tail domain binds to the motor domains. We also found that modification of residue 175 leads to a decreased stall force and slower velocities at loads >1 pN in optical trap experiments. However, in the absence of an external force, there was no difference in the processivity or microtubule-activated ATPase activity of phosphorylated or phosphomimetic kinesin compared with kinesin without a negative charge at residue 175.

Both the reduction in stall force and stabilized autoinhibition may contribute to our observed bias toward increased minus-end motility of beads coated with both dynein and either S175D or phosphorylated kinesin. In the study with full-length kinesin and dynein bound to a common cargo, stabilized autoinhibition would may decrease the amount of kinesin in an active state and available to bind to cargo. Force-induced effects are also present as demonstrated from the study of truncated kinesin (K888) and dynein. Even in the absence of an autoinhibitory tail domain, the S175D kinesin- and dynein-coated beads demonstrated a bias toward minus-end transport. A recent study indicated that dynein remains bound to the microtubule during plus-end transport, dragging behind kinesin (27). Dynein dragging acts as an opposing force on the order of a few pN that kinesin must work against. Our data show that the ability of kinesin to pull against a ~1 pN or greater force is reduced by phosphorylation of Ser-175. A phosphorylated kinesin with a decreased stall force likely cannot pull against a few dynein as...
effectively as unphosphorylated kinesin. It would therefore lose the “tug-of-war,” thus shifting the balance toward more minus-end directed transport as seen in our data.

Addition of a Negative Charge at Serine 175 Can Modulate Microtubule-based Transport—Our experiments were performed in an *in vitro* system. The lack of external signaling molecules that would be present in a cell or cytoplasm allowed us to isolate the effect of Ser-175 phosphorylation on the motor domain of kinesin in the absence of any cofactors. Thus, we conclude that phosphorylation alone is sufficient to affect kinesin motility. We propose a model in which Ser-175 phosphorylation directs traffic in the axon by altering both the autoinhibition and the ability of kinesin to transport cargo under a load (Fig. 8). If constitutively up-regulated in a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mixture of motors</th>
<th>Number of observations</th>
<th>Net displacement</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WT (K888) + dynein</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.0 ± 3.6</td>
<td>-22.2 ± 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S175A (K888) + dynein</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0.4 ± 3.8</td>
<td>23.3 ± 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S175D (K888) + dynein</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>-1.7 ± 4.3</td>
<td>35.6 ± 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unphosphorylated kinesin</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>3.4 ± 4.0</td>
<td>169.8 ± 251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(full-length) + dynein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80% phosphorylated kinesin</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>0.6 ± 4.4</td>
<td>51.7 ± 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(full-length) + dynein</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*FIGURE 7.* A negative charge at Ser-175 can tune the direction of two-motor transport. Beads were coated with both dynein and kinesin with different Ser-175 modifications. A, in the case of K888 mutants, the S175D and dynein (blue, n = 195) beads moved toward the plus-end less often than beads with either S175A and dynein (red, n = 110) or WT kinesin and dynein (green, n = 72). B, phosphorylation of full-length kinesin also led to less plus-end motion in an 80% phosphorylated sample (green, n = 113) compared with an unphosphorylated sample (yellow, n = 127). C and D, comparison of WT K888 and dynein, S175A K888 and dynein (red) and S175D K888 and dynein (blue) in terms of the total distance traveled (C) and mean velocities (D) is shown. E and F, comparison of full-length unmodified protein (green) and 80% phosphorylated protein (yellow) in term of the total distance traveled (E) and mean velocities (F) is shown. Positive values represent motion toward the microtubule plus-end, and negative values represent motion toward the minus-end.

**TABLE 2**
Distances and velocities of beads coated with both kinesin and dynein

Velocities and total distances traveled of dynein and kinesin coated beads are shown. Top three rows correspond to datasets with K888 and dynein. Bottom two rows correspond to datasets with full-length kinesin and dynein. Errors are S.D.
kinesin. In healthy cells, microtubule transport must be tightly regulated to ensure that cargo is delivered to an appropriate destination. By decreasing the velocity of kinesin under a load and stabilizing autoinhibition, Ser-175 phosphorylation can fine tune kinesin-driven transport.
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